National Coding Week 2018
Learn - Share - Have Fun!

Six Toolkits Created
This year we created toolkits for six of our most popular demographics

- School Toolkit
- Library Toolkit
- Business Toolkit
- Meet Ups Toolkit
- Hub Toolkit
- Individuals Toolkit

Trended as 3rd most tweeted topic in the United Kingdom

32000+ Website Hits
7000+ Twitter Mentions
200+ Schools Took Part
4000+ Followers on Twitter

People who got involved
#NationalCodingWeek

Dr Ian Levy, Technical Director for the National Cyber Security Centre, a part of GCHQ

“National Coding Week is a great reason to try your hand at coding but take the time to learn about writing secure code as well – it’s even more fun! This week, whether you’re a beginner or pro, I challenge you to learn one new technique to make your code safer. Safer code means a safer UK.”
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